Student Voice
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360º Feedback
Teachers &
Leaders
Evidence-based
Goal Setting
Continual
Improvement
Student Voice
Professional
Development

Inform and guide your teaching practice using Educator Impact’s
safe, simple and supportive 360º feedback and professional
development program.
Get started today and visit www.educatorimpact.com

for Teachers
EI for Teachers helps educators develop
their practice. EI does this by analysing
eight areas of teaching practice
which research tells us drive teacher
effectiveness and student outcomes.

Our guiding principles for strengthening teaching practice

1

Focus on behaviours and competencies that
have the most impact on student outcomes

2

The gap between our intent and impact is where
the insights lie

3

Student voice is fundamental

4

It is not solely about the feedback data,
it is what you do with the data that counts.

Our Customer Success Team:

Learn
about your
goals and
objectives

Work
with you
to plan the
most effective
schedule

Monitor
progress to
ensure that
you are on track

Support
you and your
staff throughout
the program

Help
your school
achieve
success

Our teacher framework

Teacher Experience

Benefits

Reflect

Principals
Create a culture of feedback and
use evidence-based data to drive
school improvement.

Receive 360° feedback on teaching
practice to gain insights into strengths
and areas for improvement.

Teachers

Set

Improve impact in the classroom
and positively influence
student outcomes.

Set evidence-based personal
development goals.

Grow

Students

Develop practice over a period
of time with informative and
supportive resources.

Provide student voice
and participation in a
feedback culture.

Focus

Close the loop by
receiving a second
targeted round of
feedback on a chosen
area of practice.

Educator Impact
empowers educators
to grow professionally
in an environment that is
safe, simple and supportive.
EI for Teachers is:
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1. Designed with the security of
your data in mind. All data is fully
encrypted with SSL encryption.
2. A managed service,
meaning you can spend more
time on the things that matter.

TEACHER

3. Aligned with the
Australian Professional
Standards for Teachers.

Pe

Safe, Simple, Supportive

360º Feedback
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• Online surveys
• Free text answers

Creating Relationships
Students - Years 7-12
Item

• Gain insights
• Understand gap
analysis

Align

Having students trust you on a
personal level.

0.67

Showing respect for and to
students.

0.62

Showing interest in students'
wellbeing.

0.58

Encouraging students to try their
best.

0.72

Average Alignment

0.65

Answers (n = 15)

Strongly D.

Disagree

Neither

Agree

Strongly A.

Strongly D.

Disagree

Neither

Agree

Strongly A.

Strongly D.

Disagree

Neither

Agree

Strongly A.

Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Usually

Always

Observations relating to this competency
Observer

Feedback

Tinker Bell

Peter knew all the student's names and would make a point of using their
names where possible. The use of stories to enhance explanations resulted in
the students' connecting to the content. Students' opinions were acknowledged
positively. Several students made some wild guesses to some tough questions
which implies a sense of creative freedom and trust in the learning
environment.

• Plan and track
activities
• Collaborate with
others
Feedback Summary

To learn more visit www.educatorimpact.com
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